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Adage: can be used to describe slow music or slow 

movement. Can also be used as a generic term for 

slow movement performed at the barre or in center 

before allegro.

 Arabesque: working leg is extended behind the 

body and arms are stretched in a line with palms 

down. There are 5 different poses in the Cecchetti 

method.

 Å terre: on the floor. Working foot stays on the 

ground. 
Arriére: back 

Assemblé: A jump from one foot and landing 

on two feet. Feet come together in the air 

before landing. Show 5th in the air. 

This Ebook serves to describe the most basic of terms 

imperative for an adult ballet dancer to understand in order to 

feel comfortable in class. This Ebook by no means includes all 

the terminology that exists in the world of ballet. Please note, 

different methods of ballet (RAD, Vaganova, French) may use 

different terminology to describe certain movements. This 

handbook is according to the method Veronica K studies called 

Cecchetti. Resources are cited on the last page in order to 

obtain full copies and more resources.  
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Attitude: a position in which the working leg is in 

flexion at the knee. Can be 45, 90 or higher. Can 

be performed in front, side, or back. 

Avant: front 

Avec: with  

B
Balancé: rocking step. This is a type of 

waltz step. Can be done side to side or 

forward and backward.

Bas: position of the arms, bottom 

Battement: a beat or beating action 

Battement frappé: beating action struck. 

Battu: beat or beaten 

Bourée: a lively dance, to cram or stuff  

 

Attitude back 45 degrees



Cambré: to bend, curve, or arch one's back. Can be 

forward, back or side. 

Chaîné: shen-AY: chains, links. Rapid turns done in 

straight line or circle.

Changé: to change the feet 

Changement: A jump that the feet begin in fifth or 

third position and change in the air. The dancer is 

supposed to pass through first position in the air to 

make the change. 

Chassé: to hunt or chase. A step that is used to link 

other movements together. 

Cinq: five 

Cinquéme: fifth 

Closed positions of the feet: 1st, 3rd and 5th

Cou-de-pied: neck of the foot. When the foot is 

placed just above the ankle. 

Coupé: to cut or cutting step. 

 

 

B
Bras: arms or arm 

C



Croisé: to cross or crossed. 

Croix: cross

D
Dedans: prep in or turn in.

Dégagé: Disengaged or to disengage. When you 

perform this the height is just above the floor.

Dehors: outward. 

Demi: half 

Demi plié: Half bend of the knees. Heels stay 

in contact with the floor. 

Derriére: back or rear

Dessous: bottom or underside.

Dessus: over or topside. 

Deux: two 

Détourné: to turn or divert away 

Développé: unfold or unfolding of the working 

leg coming from retiré 

Downstage: Term used to describe the part of 

the stage closest of the audience. 
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échappé: to escape. A step where your feet 

start in a closed position (1st, 3rd, or 5th) and 

jump out to an open position (2nd or 4th) then 

close back in the starting position. 

échappé changé: to escape and change the 

feet. The same step as above only the feet 

will end with the opposite foot front than

what you started with. 

en arriére: backward 

en: in, on, by or to 

en avant: forward

en bas: low, usually arms held in a 5th en bas 

en cloche: like a bell 

en croix KEY TERM!: cross, pattern of cross. 

This is when a combination is done front, side, 

back, side. 

en dedans: inward direction. In a rond de 

jambe it is when the leg goes back, side, front 

and closes. 

en dehors: outward. In a rond de jambe, this is 

when the working leg goes front, side, back and 

closes.   
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en face: a term used to describe a dancer who is 

facing the front of the stage or the audience. 

en fondu: blended action, a movement that the 

supporting leg is bending while the other leg is non- 

weight bearing. Both legs can be bent or one leg bent 

and other straight. 

en haut: high, describes when the arms are overhead.

en l'air: in the air, any movement performed when the 

working leg is in the air. 

en pointe: when a dancer is on full pointe shoes. 

en tournant: by turning. A movement that is turning or 

changing directions. 

enchaînement: a linking together or combination of 

two or more steps. 

enveloppé: to wrap or encircle. This is the opposite 

movement of a developpé. 

au milieu: exercises in the center. 

Extension: can refer to the lifting of the legs while 

they are straight. Or in anatomical terms can refer to 

the lengthening of a joint or straightening.  
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fermé: closed position 

feet: pied 

fixed points of the practice room: Cecchetti 

method has four corners, those are counted 

first. We count counterclockwise. Then we 

count the walls- 5 through 8. See below 

diagram. 
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Downstage/audience

Upstage/curtains

Corner 1

Wall 8

Corner 2

Corner 3 Corner 4 Wall 7 

Wall 6 

Wall 5 



fouetté: whipping motion and can describe multiple 

different types of movements. 

frappé: to strike or hit. 

Flexion: the bending or shortening of a joint

 

F

G
glissade: a dance step that is gliding or 

sliding along the floor. It can be used to link 

together steps. Typically used as a precursor 

to jumps or turns. 

glissé: to glide. A battement glissé is a step in 

the RAD school. 

grand: large or big 

grand allégro: big fast step 

grand battement: big beating action of the 

working leg. 

grand jeté: A leap of large elevation usually 

taking the shape of an airborn front split. The 

goal is to have both the front and back leg at 

90 degrees of hip flexion and extension 

simultaneously. 

grand pas de chat: big step of the cat.  

 



jeté: to throw or thrown. Usually describing a 

large leaping step (grand jeté) or a small 

petite allegro step. However, there are many 

variations of this step and it's best to follow 

what your teacher says is right for their 

method of instruction. 
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M 
Movement of the head in a pirouette: Find a 

spot in the room that is stationary. Your eyes 

will be fixed on this spot until you are no 

longer able to remain the head in this 

position. In one count, turn the head and find 

the same spot. This is called spotting.  

 

 

Grand jeté leapLanding petite jeté



pas: step or steps 

pas de bourrée: A linking step consisting of steps

going in a front, side, back pattern. This usually 

occurs starting in 5th position- going 5th, 2nd, 5th 

(with opposite foot ending front). There are many 

variations of pas de bourrée. It can be done 

changing the feet or not changing them. It can be 

done forward, back, to the side, or even turning. 

Most commonly, dancers will perform it to the 

side. 

pas de bourrée pique: in this type, one foot 

will step to relevé while the other comes to 

the ankle "pricking" making the pique. 

pas de chat: step of the cat 

pas de cheval: step of the horse 

passé: passed, this describes the working foot 

passing from front to back or back to front. 

Usually passing through the retiré position. 

petite: small 

petit tour: small turns, usually traveling across the 

floor.

pirouette: a turning step either done en dehor 

(outward) or en dedan (inward). May be 

performed in cou-de-pied, retiré passé, second, 

attitude, or arabesque.  
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piqué: pricked - stepping up to pointe with a straight leg. 

Supporting side will start bent and working leg will arrive en 

pointe straight. Can be done stationary or as a type of turn 

with the supporting side moving into passé, attitude, cou-de- 

pied or arabesque.  

plié: to bend or flex 

port de bras: carraige of the arms. Just refers to any graceful 

movement of the arms coordinated with the legs in ballet. 

There are 8 types of port de bras you may learn in the 

Cecchetti method of dance.

Posé: placed step. A quick stepping action of the whole foot 

en pointe. In RAD, this movement sometimes describes a turn 

referred to as a piqué turn in the Cecchetti method.

posé turn: same as piqué turn 

relevé: to rise. This is when a dancer is balanced on the balls 

of the feet (metatarsals) with the knee straight (extended). 

This can be done on two feet, one foot, or while turning. It 

can be done in demi pointe (with weight on metatarsals) or 

en full pointe (weight on toes in pointe shoes).  
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Relevé in fifth 



retiré: withdrawn movement. A position where the 

working leg is lifted and the big toe is 

anterior/medial position of the knee. The big toe 

should be slightly medial to the patella but, not 

directly medial on the leg. 

révérence: a bow or curtesy. Performed at the end 

of a class to give thanks. 

rond de jambe: circle of the leg. Circling action 

that takes place around the stationary leg. Can 

go outward or inward. 
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S
sans: without

sans changer: without changing

sauté: a jump

sissone: scissor step. A jump that starts on two feet and lands 

on one foot. 

soussus: under over step. A tight well centered relevé in 5th 

position with slight forward travel in the upward direction. 

Can also just mean a drawing of the legs together in fifth 

position without any travel. 

 

 

 



temps lié: linked. A linking step that transfers a 

dancer from two to one foot. Can be done 

forward, backward, or sideways. Smooth quality 

should be noted. 

tombé: falling step 

tendu: stretched or to stretch 

tour: a turn 

trois: three 
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U & W
upstage: the direction of the sage closest to the 

backdrop or curtains.

walls: there are 5-8 in Cecchetti method

waltz: a step performed to a 3/4 rhythm

Sources:
Tamala Taylor's Academy of Dance, trained for 20 years as a 

Cecchetti dancer.

American Ballet Theatre online terminology guide for dancers. See full

version at https://www.abt.org/explore/learn/ballet-dictionary/

The Cecchetti Method of Classical Ballet: Theory and Technique


